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It is well-known that by assigning varying probabilities of
selection to different units in a population, it is possible to get esti
mates of the population parameters with smaller sampling error
compared to those on sampling with varying probabilities. Horyitz
and Thompson^ have given a general sampling theory with unequal
probabilities and without replacement. An unbiased estimate oflhe
variance of their estimator of the population total is given by

\ " 1—TI"! n TTy—TTjlT-,-

where L
1=1 ' iz^i ' '

and TTi is the probability that the /th unit in the population of iV units
enters in the sample of size n and t:;,- is the probability that the /th
and jth units in the population enter the sample.

A A

One serious disadvantage with the proposed estimator

is that it may assume negative values. Yates and Grundy have
A

proposed an alternative estimator of V which is believed to be

less often negative. Their estimator is given by

KJy.,)= i -•£-)'
j>i=l

Des Raj^ has shown that when the first unit is selected with
probabilities proportional to some measure of size and without
replacement and the second unit with probabilities proportional to
the same measure of sizes of the remaining units for sample size
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«=2, Yates and Grundy estimator is always positive. In case of
sample size n>2, he has also shown that when the first unit is select
ed with varying probabilities andwithout replacement and subsequent
units with equal probability and without replacement, Yates and
Grundy's estimate will still be positive. J.N.K. Rao' has gener
alised the result of Des Raj in the sense that for sample size n>2,
Yates and Grundy's estimate has been shownto.be positive where the
probabilities of the first draw are proportional to size and without
replacement, and at the second draw probabilities of the remaining
units are proportional to the same measure of size asinthe first draw
and probabilities at the third and subsequent draws, being equal
and without replacement.

\I^this note it is shown that Yates^and Grundy's estimate is
positive for a system of probabilities, which is more general than
dis^sed_bv J.N. K. Rao. |,Let 7ri(«), 7r,(w) and 7fy(n)" denote the
probabilities of including"the ith unit, jth unit and the pair of fth
andyth units respectively in a sample of size n out of the total
number of units N. In the extreme but not a practical case, when
n=N—\, it can be easily seen that Trj(n) TTj{n) > Tt«(n) is positive
for any system of probabilities of selection at the various draws for
any pair of units i andJ {i, =1,2, N). Probability of exclusion
of both Ith andyth units in the sample is given by

1—Tii{n)—u:i{n)+TZiiin)

and it is zero when n=N—\.

Thus in this case — l

and

Vi{n) 7i:X«)-'r<i(«) = [l-'^i('01 [1—

which is always positive for any pair _(/, 7). Thus Yates and Grundy's
estimator of variance of YHT is always positive.

Next let us consider the system of varying probabilities and
without replacement in which 7ri(2) ^^(2) > 7Ti,(2) and the probabili
ties at the third and subsequent draws are equal. This spstem is
more general than the one discussed by J. N.K. Rao as the probabi
lities at the second draw need not be proportional to the same
measure of size as at the first draw for the remaining units. Such a
system is possible. For example, for iV=4, n=2 and probabilities
proportional to 1, 2, 3, 4 at first draw and probabilities proportional
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to 1,2,4,5 for the remaining units at second draw gives •Ki(2)irj(2) >
7ri,(2) for all pairs i and j.

For such a probability system for making successive draws,
we easily see that

TTiin) =7v,(2)^"+-j^ (i=l, 2, ...N)

+[^^1(2)+7T j(2)—271^/2)] n-2

N—2

+[l-^a2)-7:X2)+7r,X2)]>^3|̂ ^^ {i,j=l, 2,...,N)
F rom the above

TZi(n) nj{n)—Kij{n)

_ r„ _ /OM fN--n\^ , {n-2) {N-ri)[v:i{2) 71,(2) Uii{2)\ + [N-2)\N-i)
[l-7ri(2)-7TX2)+7Ti,(2)]

Now

l-7r,(2)-7r,(2) + 7r,,(2),

being the probability that first two draws neither include /th nor the
yth unit, is non-negative. With 7ri(2) 7tX2)—Try(2) assumed to be
non-negative for all pairs of i and j, it is clear that ni{n) •n-j(n)—TCij(n)
is non-negative. This shows that Yates and Grundy's estimate is
positive for such a system of varying probabilities of selection of
units. This provides a simple proof of the result obtained by J. N. K.
Rao® for probability system of drawing units discussed by him.
Even when •jri^(2) —•n-<(2)7tj(2) > 0 for some pairs i,j, the expression
for TZj(n)—Trij(n) can be non-negative provided

[7r,,(2)-7r,(2) ^,(2)] n-2
-1_{N-n){N-i)

(«-2)[l-7r,(2)][l-7r,(2)]
{N-n){N-3)

+

is non-negative

or

Pa
-iN-n)(N~3)

n-2 0(^A2)~0
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where pj,- is the correlation between the event of inclusion of the ith
unit and the event of inclusion ofyth unit in a sample of size 2. For
the probability system in which 71^(2) is constant,

2
^i{2) =

N '

we get

P»
{N-n)(N-3)

n-2
-1

If

N ^{N~n)[_N-Z)
2 ^ n-2

Yates and Grundy's estimate will be non-negative. That is, when

Nn-2N > 2m-2nN-&N-\-6n

or 2Ar2—3«Ar-4iV+6n<0 !

or . 2Ar(7\r-2)-3n(Ar-2)<0
or (2iV-3«)(iV-2)<0

2
i.e. — N, Yates and Grundy's estimate is always positive.

For n < —iV, the expression for 7ri(H)7T:Xn)—'̂ «(n) is positive

when

Pi3< (N-n){N-Z)
-• .

(iV-2)(«-2) ,
2{{N-n){N-Z)-n^2]

{N-2){n-2)
- 2[{N-n-\)(N-2)]

n-2

<

<

< 2{N-n-\)

For n=2, has to be negative, the well known result. For
n>2, Yates and Grundy's is non-negative provided

2(iV-4)
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For example. Let us consider the case «=4 and iV=6

Trj2(2)=-3^(2)=7r55(2)= ^ , TT^J =^ for other {ij)
177,(2)= .^ (/=1, 2, 3,..., 6)

TCi2 —7ri-n-2 = Tr34_7!:3Tr4= 7rg6 —TTsTg = ^

•Kij TTj-TTj-— —

for other pairs of i, j with these values

P" ~ 3
for/•y=(1,2) (3, 4), (5, 6)

=—^ other pairs (i, j).
The expression for ni{n) 11^(^11)— •Kairi) takes the form

•^i{n)iT,{n)~-.t,{n) =^ for (/,;)=(1, 2), (3,4), (5, 6)
4

= ^ for other pairs (/, j)

For •Ki{2) unequal, the expression T:,(«)7rj(n)—•^"^^(n) is positive,
provided

0(iV-2)(iV-n-l)
where Xis the maximum value of

Tr,(2)for;=l, 2,...;N.

Summary

In this note, Yates and Grundy's estimate of the variance of
Horvitz-Thompson estimate of the total is shown to be non-negative
for a system of probabilities than hitherto discussed in the literature.
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